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About This Game

Welcome to New Star Manager: The critically acclaimed game from Simon Read, creator of the BAFTA Award-winning New
Star Soccer series.

Take control of New Star FC – a beleaguered soccer club which needs your management skills and instincts to unlock the team’s
potential and make it to the top of the game.

“If you love football…you’d be mad not to download it” The Guardian

This is soccer management like you’ve never experienced it - Be more than just a player, be the head, the heart, and backbone of
New Star FC. Be the Manager.

“New Star Manager takes the frame of the original game, and builds something utterly wonderful on top of it”  10/10 - Pocket
Gamer

TOTAL CLUB CONTROL
Take ownership of every aspect of New Star FC, from constructing vital club facilities and managing the players’ training

regimes to choosing the perfect sponsor and hiring or firing the backroom staff!

FULL SQUAD GAMEPLAY
Use every member of your team to set up and score pivotal goals with on-pitch gameplay, using innovative mouse based

controls.
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REAL SOCCER TACTICS
Build your dream squad, choose your winning formation, make tactical substitutions, and even step into the locker room for

some half-time motivation!

OFF-PITCH DRAMA
Handle volatile players and get their mind back in the game by monitoring their concerns, outbursts, and quirks. Keep the board
off your back, navigate the hostile waters of the sporting press, and make sure the fans keep believing... while keeping a careful

eye on the club’s finances!

GLOBAL FOOTBALL
Dive into realistic simulations of the world’s biggest leagues and cup competitions!

THE NEW STAR SOCCER EVOLUTION
Experience the newest instalment of the New Star series, whose pick-up-and-play sports titles have already been enjoyed by

over 30 million players!
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If you ever wanted to feel like Magneto from the X-Men universe then this is the right experience for you! This game is so
much fun and a real bargain. I don't understand, how it didn't get more attention from the VR community.
Game modes are limited but it's so much fun and definitely worth the price!. I got this free from a Humble Bundle. If I had paid
money for this I would be incredibly sad, especially at a $10 price point directly from Steam.

First Impressions This looks like a bad iPad game written in Unity. Probably because it is.

Controls The entire UI is clearly based around a touch screen, with the cursor acting as a glorified finger. You can't adjust
sound levels in the game, I had to adjust them in Windows mixer because it screams at you. You can enable/disable the horrible
music with a button on the start screen, that is the extent of the options menu. There are only a couple keybindings, and none are
really useful except for undo.

Further Play So after beating the Tutorial missions I wanted to try some of the harder ones. Nope, I have to replay the tutorial
missions to get 25 "badges."

Badges Badges are horrible. It's literally impossible to accomplish all of them in one run, and for the two budget-based ones
there are one, maybe two solutions for each. It's infuriating how low the budgets are set, you genuinely do have to do it
EXACTLY like it wants you to otherwise you go over budget or load.

If this was a iPad/Android Tablet game it would be subpar. On a computer this is just horrible. And it's a ripoff of Bridge
Project, which is vastly superior.. WHen i saw this added on steam i'm not gonna lie i flipped out. Have always wanted to play
this after countless hours on 2 way back when as a kid and while the games differ slightly still same concept. I was only
disappointed by the game feeling more high fantasy over dark fantasy like its sequel but it's still great. This is one of the best
and easiest dlc characters, and it's predator, seriously, he's really op when you get your enemies in a corner. Having great fun
with this so far. Very funny, well done! :-). A healthy mix of city building, resource & industry logistics, trade & finance
management, keeping people\/Caesar happy and stomping barbarians. Just the right amount of micromanagement in a series
notorious for it. Takes the elements of Caesar 3 and refines it to a more streamlined experience that still demands a lot from
you.

You'll be building many different types of cities from the ground up with different demands based on the region - be it the types
of raw materials and products the city can generate, the prestige of the city itself, and how much of a threat foreign armies
impose.

It will take a lot of trial and error to build efficient cities at the right pace. I'd say three biggest early threats you will face will be
foreign raiders, fires and Caesar himself. Creating legions is very demanding on small cities, and if you don't deal with enemy
forces quickly they will wreak havoc on your city. Fires will occur randomly and can spread like the plague if there aren't
enough Prefectures. Finally, Caesar will demand tributes of many types, and not doing so will lose you favor. If your favor falls
too low, you will be deposed by force by Rome's legions, and have to start over.

There are many other things that can go wrong, and you may experience them for yourself - but I won't spoil too much of the
fun. And with so many ways to fail, it makes victory all that much sweeter.

I'd say this game is a bargain these days considering I got around 60 hours out of all 3 campaigns. I only wish there was more to
do once you beat the final campaign. There are a few maps you may have passed over that you can play as individual scenarios,
but I was hoping for more interaction with the Empire map like in Caesar 3. That's really my biggest criticism of the game,
outside of some maps feeling a little cramped.
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This game is decent, but, sure as hell is not worth $40.

What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 are these indie devs smoking all of the sudden?

I'm glad I got this long ago for $15 or so. It's definitely worth that, but $40?

Did the devs turn into an AAA studio all of the sudden?

Didn't think so.

Wishlist it, wait for it to go on sale.

Then, go snag Doom 3 BFG edition and do the simple VR mods.

For $7, you will have pure gold. This is hardly a bronze.

I have no problem supporting indie development if it's a fair price for a game.

True Blades is no longer such a game.

They must be doing a price hike just in time for Game of Thrones season.

Swipe left.. Highly recommended! Game has about four hours of gameplay, give or take ~30 minutes depending on how long it
takes you to figure out some of the puzzles. The game is fun and cute and looks good. It's not bad for people with motion
sickness. either. What a great co-op experience, too; that is where this game really shines. I wish there were more games like
this for VR - puzzles were fun, and it is always nice for friends at the PC to have something to do while someone is in VR.
(After a while, just watching someone play VR isn't all that amusing). Easily worth it for the ten bucks.. Bought on basis of good
reviews however none of them said how slow and boring the combat was. Gave up after the third mission. Probably unfair to
review it? But I am. Basically the story seesm ok, graphics are nice but old, but thats not the biggest issue. The biggest turn off
was the combat. Its really reall dull and boring.

And thats it really, I can't recommend it, didn't grab me, didn't make me want to do another mission.. Played this game in alpha
and have more hours on record than steam knows! Really fun coop game to play with pals! The music and setting is awesome!. I
like it when your decisions change the outcome. But those changes have to make sense.. EDIT:
If you're on a first date, or reading a book, or any situation in which you're experiencing something/someone new - first
impressions are everything. Perhaps others might have had a more favorable view of the game, but for me: nothing was exciting
enough about it to continue playing.

I found the gameplay to be clunky, the events to be predictable, and the puzzles to be counterintuitive. Maybe as the game
progresses it'll get better, but I was very disappointed by everything that I met in those 30 minutes.

I'm going to probably give the game another hour or so and see if my impressions are different, and if so I'll update my review,
but I didn't feel or see anything that hooked me into wanting to play the game any further. That's pretty telling if a game doesn't
make you -want- to play more.

ORIGINAL
Art style: 9/10; this was one area the game was great.

Gameplay: 6/10; clunky and not well explained.

Puzzles: 2/10; either they were obnoxiously predictable or unbearably hard.

Jumpscares: 2/10; I didn't find a single one that wasn't predictable. Humorously so.
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Overall score: 3/10; I wanted to like this game. It missed the ball. Missed it bad.

I don't ever write reviews. Ever. This game, though... I had high hopes. Like really high hopes. I wanted this game to be great. I
thought it was going to be the perfect mix of Psychology, jumpscares, and puzzles. Instead, all I was met with was
disappointment.

I even have a YouTube channel where I play games and discuss the Psychology behind them, and this game missed the mark.
Bad.

Here's some first impressions and reaction (I didn't even get to talking about Psychology!)
Note: I played further than the video, I just stopped recording. It was that bad.
https://youtu.be/gAyT7yjpaS0. I had this as a board game a long time ago (no, not that long ago!). Nice to see that Steam carries
it; enjoyable with a morning cuppa joe.. Portal clone gone bad...
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